
Bugloss

A sandy-soil specialist related to Forget-me-nots;
the very spiky leaves deter predators.

(IC)
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Corn marigold

Little rays of sunshine, and virtually impossible to find without
being covered in insects; a magnet for pollinators.

(PF)
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Ryedale Folk Museum’s director on
a Museum vintage tractor

(IC)
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Ploughing with a ‘Fergie’
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Harvest-day with ‘Max’ the Museum’s shire-horse

(JL)
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Traction engine

(JL)
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Scything

(JL)
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Common fumitory

The commonest species in a family with some very rare relatives;
though very small, the unique flowers are a wonder to behold.

(IC)
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Corn marigold

(IC)
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Fiddleneck

An introduction from North America related to Forget-me-nots; it does well
on sandy soils... a little too well, if you ask one of our key farmers.

(PF)
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Night-flowering catchfly

A fascinating specialist, its flowers only open at dusk and are pollinated
by nocturnal insects.  Related to the common Red and White campions.

(IC)
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Scarlet pimpernel

A charming flower that doesn’t overstretch itself, only opening
on sunny days and closing-up by mid-afternoon.

(PF)
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Prickly poppy

Another lazy flowerer, it opens in the morning and drops its petals by
mid-afternoon the same day.  Well worth getting-up early to admire this
rare beauty though; its seed pods are covered in curved prickles.

(CW)
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White ramping-fumitory

One of the more common ramping-fumitories; happy scrambling through
hedge-bottoms and into arable margins.

(IC)
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Project cornfield at Silpho in the North York Moors

(APS UK, Beverley)
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White campion

Found on cultivated ground and in more open areas than Red campion,
which prefers woodland and hedgerows.

(IC)
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Corn mint

Although a small and understated mint, it shares its family trait
for spreading wildly and being difficult to remove.

(IC)
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Common poppies, Howardian Hills, North Yorkshire

(IC)
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Common poppy

Just as striking singly as by the tens-of-thousands.
(PF)
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Looking to the future

We are not seeking to 'turn-back-the-clock' over the ways of land 
management.  The plants have to survive within and alongside 
modern economic land use.

However as will be seen in photograph 33, once our farmers have However as will be seen in photograph 33, once our farmers have 
taken their cornfield flowers to heart, the clock has been 'turned 
back' so much that they even crawl around their fields to protect 
their precious charges.  Funny things we human beings.



Harvest time, Vale of Pickering

(IC)
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Scarecrow, Project Demonstration Field,
Ryedale Folk Museum

(JM)
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One of the key Project farmers with Project Officer

Chris Wilson (also a farmer) in a field tending rare cornfield flowers.
(SR)
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Field penny-cress

So-called as its seed pods look like penny coins.
(IC)
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Cornfield flowers

(PF)
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Nan Sykes, whose surveys provided
a foundation for the Project

(PF)
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The Photographs

The Photographs were made by: APS (UK), Tony Bartholomew The Photographs were made by: APS (UK), Tony Bartholomew 
(TB), Ian Carstairs OBE (IC), Patrick Ferguson (PF), John 
Lawson (JL), Jill Magee (JM), Sophie Rogers (SR) and Chris 
Wilson (CW) The photographic prints were produced by Pen 
and Paper Traditional Stationers, Harleston, Norfolk and the 
mounting and framing by FASTFRAME, Gillygate, York.

A special thank you is due to all the volunteers who find the A special thank you is due to all the volunteers who find the 
plants, collect, multiply and harvest the seed and to John 

Simpson our farmer at Silpho.


